OPEN

TO NEW IDEAS
ENGINEERING, INNOVATION, STATE-OF-THE-ART DURABILITY

STRONG SPAS’ PATENTED
DURA-SHIELD™ HARDCOVER
with ULTRA-STRONG™ COVERLIFT SYSTEMS

STRONG SPAS
Thanks to the brilliant innovation of DURA-SHIELD, Strong Spas’ hardcover is the best in its class for durability. Strong Spas uses patented technology to create a true hardcover, molded from specially-formulated polymers, then filled with proprietary foam to protect against harsh environments and provide energy-saving heat retention.

WHY DURA-SHIELD?

Simple. Quick. Easy. Zero to Ahh in 30 seconds!
- Built-in UltraStrong™ CoverLift system
- Patented DURA-SHIELD™ is as easy to open as a car door.
- No barriers to entry.

Lifetime Warranty An investment in the life of your spa.
- Integrated, factory-installed DURA-SHIELD Hardcover is worry-free.
- Not an after-market accessory.
- Never worry about snow, as DURA-SHIELD will support 1000+ lbs. of load or debris.
- A Strong Spa owner who chooses DURA-SHIELD enjoys convenience every day and money savings over time having purchased the longest lasting spa cover.

Safety DURA-SHIELD is designed with safety in mind.
- Lockable
- Patented
- DURA-SHIELD Hardcover is engineered to be quick and easy for an adult to open.
- Specifically designed to protect against unwanted child entry.

Energy Efficient Saves you energy and money!
- DURA-SHIELD Hardcover keeps your spa hot – and ready to use without wasting energy
- Unique design of the DURA-SHIELD hardcover ensures insulation will maintain that same R-value for many, many years.
Combining resilience with security, and strength with beauty, DURA-SHIELD requires very little maintenance and is built to last.

Proprietary foam insulation is encapsulated within the dual-walled DURA-SHIELD™ HardCover.

The last spa cover you’ll ever need!
Hundreds of thousands of vinyl soft covers are disposed of every year, and consumers are repeatedly forced into buying replacement soft covers that will again retain moisture, rot, mold, and deteriorate within a few years.

With its Lifetime Guarantee, the DURA-SHIELD HardCover greatly eases this environmental stress.

A Strong Spa owner who chooses DURA-SHIELD enjoys convenience every day and money savings over time in never having to replace the spa cover.
INNOVATION of the DURA-SHIELD™ HardCover

With the built-in, patent-pending ULTRA-STRONG™ CoverLift system, Strong’s DURA-SHIELD™ HardCover is as easy to open as a car door, but durable enough to keep your Strong Spa protected from weather extremes. Its efficient design will save you energy and money, and is an investment in the life of your spa. Continuing its tradition of innovation, Strong Spas has engineered the industry’s first fully-automated & integrated HardCover!

2008
Original
Rotationally-Molded
Titan HardCover
Durable but Heavy

2013
G-2 with
Lever Arms
Lighter, Easier to Lift

2014
Acrylic Spas with
Lever Arms
Improved Lift System

2015
ULTRA-STRONG™
CoverLift System
Hydraulic Lift Assist

2017
Elements
Automotive-Grade
Finishes
Improved Energy

2018
Fully-Automated
HardCover
Pinnacle of Convenience

The culmination of our design efforts...
Strong’s Fully-Automated
DURA-SHIELD™ HardCover!

Take the durability and strength of our hardcover and make the ease of use even simpler with Strong Spas’ Fully-Automated DURA-SHIELD Hardcover.

A spa-industry first, this OEM fully-automated, UL-Approved hardcover features effortless open/close operation with a simple turn of a key.

UL APPROVED!